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Is the inner core solid?

The inner core of the Earth is a solid ball of mostly iron-nickel alloy. This
means that it is a solid.

www.answers.com/Q/Is_the_inner_core_of_the_Earth_a_solid_or_liquid

Is the inner core of the Earth a solid or liquid -
Answers.câ€¦
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Inner core
The Earth's inner core
is the Earth's
innermost part and
according to
seismological studies,
it has been believed to
be primarily a solid ball
with a radius of about

1220 kilometers, or 760 miles (about 70% of
the Moon's radius). It is composed of an
ironâ€“nickel alloy and some light elements.
The temperature at the inner core boundary
is approximately 5700 K (5400 °C).
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Inner core - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inner_core
The Earth's inner core is thought to be slowly growing as the liquid outer core at the
boundary with the inner core cools and solidifies due to the gradual cooling of the Earth's
interior (about 100 degrees Celsius per billion years).
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Why Is the Inner Core of the Earth Solid? |
Reference.com
www.reference.com › â€¦ › Earth Science › Layers of the Earth
The layer outside the inner core is the outer core, with a thickness of approximately 1,430
miles. The outer core consists primarily of iron and nickel, two valuable metals found in
abundant amounts on the planet. While these metals exist in solid form on the
Earthâ€™s surface, they create a molten alloy in the outer core.

Why is the inner core solid even ... - UCSB Science Line
scienceline.ucsb.edu/getkey.php?key=5
Why is the inner core solid even though it is hotter than the outer core? Question Date:
2001-10-15: Answer 1: The inner core is indeed hotter than the outer core. However, the
PRESSURE on the inner core is greater than the pressure on the outer core and the
melting point of iron, the main constituent of the core, INCREASES as the pressure â€¦

Earth's inner core is solid: Official | Astronomy ...
https://academic.oup.com/astrogeo/article/49/5/5.5/423341
The core of the Earth is made up mainly of iron, in an outer liquid layer and an inner solid
layer. The outer core is where the circulating conducting liquid generates the geodynamo,
responsible for our magnetic field.

Inner Core - Planet Earth
gamediv1.weebly.com/inner-core.html
The Inner Core is the final layer of the Earth. It is a solid ball made of metal. To learn
about what metal the Inner Core is made of, read this section about the Inner Core.

geophysics - Why is Earth's inner core solid? - Earth ...
https://earthscience.stackexchange.com/questions/526/why-is-earths...
Earth's inner core is solid even though the temperature is so high because the pressure is
also very high. According to the Wikipedia article on the Earth's inner core, the
temperature at the center is $5,700\ \text{K}$ and the pressure is estimated to be $330$
to $360\ \text{GPa}$ ($\sim3\cdot10^{6}\ \text{atm}$).

New theory explains how Earth's inner core remains solid
...
phys.org › Earth › Earth Sciences
New theory explains how Earth's inner core remains solid despite extreme heat February
13, 2017, KTH Royal Institute of Technology Anatoly Belonoshko, researcher in the
Department of Physics at KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm.

Why is the inner core solid, the outer core liquid, and ...
https://www.quora.com/Why-is-the-inner-core-solid-the-outer-core...
Let's keep it short and simple. The inner core is solid, that we know, because of
extremely high pressure that nullifies the effect of high temperature to make the inner
core â€¦

Is the Earth's core solid? - Seeker - Science & Exploration
https://www.seeker.com/is-the-earths-core-solid-1765046819.html
"The inner core is basically the result of the slow cooling of the outer core," Tromp says.
"The temperature drops below the melting point at the inner core boundary so over â€¦

Why is the inner core solid the outer core liquid - Answers
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Earth Sciences › Geophysics › Plate Tectonics
Jun 05, 2018 · At some point of depth in the Earth's interior, around 5150 km, is the
transition from the liquid outer core and the solid sphere of the inner core, a.

Is the inner core of the Earth a solid or liquid - Answers.com Jun 04, 2018

Why is the inner core of the Earth a solid if it is the ... May 25, 2018

Why is the inner core solid - Answers.com May 25, 2018

Earth's inner core is solid because of what - Answers.com
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https://www.quora.com/Why-is-the-inner-core-solid
It is obvious here that you are asking about the earths inner core and I am answering
that. A completely formed question with no ambiguity is always preferable. The state of
matter whether solid, liquid or gas depends on two factors, temperature a...
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